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Committee changes
Evening meetings
AGM & Quiz night
Relocation to Hi5
Website & Facebook Special

Fast Electrics
• 2020 Race meetings
• New Mono 1 race class

Tug Towing
• Proposed course @ Hi5
• Tug fleet gallery

Dates For Your Diary
• April 30th. Review of the

current suspension of
operations due to
coronavirus restrictions

At the January evening
meeting Alan Whitbread was
awarded the Concours
D’Elegance Trophy ( right )
for his elegantly presented
model of the Steam Launch
Chuopette.

Chairman’s Corner by Tony Simons
Committee Changes
There have been a few changes within the committee. Firstly, my
thanks to Roger Strudwicke as Membership Secretary for his
sterling work in refining the membership renewal process, while
we were at Beale Park, avoiding the need to duplicate some
items each year. Also for his many suggestions, as well as
practical help, improving the frontage of the inner lake and much
more.
Roger kindly took on the role of Treasurer last year after the
sudden loss of Ian Hughes but had always said he didn’t wish to
be Treasurer for an extended period. As mentioned last year
Roger increased our funds as he tried to take on the role
because the bank were very protracted in enabling the process,
awarding us £50 as a goodwill gesture which was a very good
start. However, Roger had indicated he wished to stand down as
Treasurer and eventually also from the Membership Secretary
role which is a big loss to the club.
I welcome Peter Butler as our new Treasurer, he is also going
through similar problems with the bank to gain access to our
account but with Roger’s input it has been slightly less painful.
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I also welcome Jeanette Hughes as our new Membership
Secretary. A chance conversation with Jeanette about the role
during Quiz night ended with her kindly volunteering for the job. I
accepted before any change of mind occurred.
January meeting
This was the Bring and Buy also the Concurs competition. We
had good attendance and I felt a bit guilty having to briefly stop
the many conversations taking place so that I could bring you up
to date with our relocation.
My congratulations to Alan who won the Concurs Competition
and thank you all for the other entries. Please keep trying, as we
get some interesting models to view and discuss.
February meeting
This is principally the AGM meeting and again my thanks to all
for making this a painless process. As in recent years previous
minutes, agenda etc. were circulated to all members to capture
feedback prior to the AGM. This has made the meeting very
short so we rearranged the seasons order of events to have the
Quiz after the AGM.
The committee for 2020/1
Chairman: Tony Simons
Treasurer: Peter Butler (Post AGM)
Secretary: David Parker
Yachting Leader: John Price
Fast Electric Leader: David Parker
SAGA sailing co-ordinator: Alan Whitbread
Ladies and Associate members rep: Janet Burch
Membership Secretary: Jeanette Hughes (Post AGM)
Voice Pipe Editor: David Parker
Web Master: Chris Withey
Quiz Night
As regulars are aware for many years Ian Hughes collated the
questions and took on the role as Quiz master. Sadly Ian passed
away last April but Jeanette Hughes agreed to be our guest Quiz
Master, Jon Simons collated the questions. My congratulations to
the winning team: ‘The Winners’

‘The Winners’ receive the Farquhar Matheson Quiz Night
Trophy from guest Quiz Master Jeanette
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Relocation to Hi5
Since I last wrote a lot has been happening towards our exit from
Beale Park.

Trading Post is an area of
Voice Pipe where members
can advertise their model
paraphernalia. So if you have
any you would like to sell,
swap, buy or just want
something send contact
details, brief description and
a picture if possible to:parker42@btinternet.com

The pontoon on the outer lake has been brought ashore,
dismantled and the floats recovered.
The two rescue boats had a lot of rainwater inside them, this has
been emptied and the marker buoys have been removed from
the lake.
Most of the equipment has been removed from the inner lake
clubhouse.
All sounds easy but it took several of us a few visits to manage
the above. My thanks to all who were involved.
THEN: The virus stopped all progress, the park closed on
Sunday 22nd March, and we are not allowed back in until we are
all allowed out to play again.
Outstanding is one trip including a trailer to remove the last items
from the clubhouse, lift the buoys with associated equipment and
bring out the rescue boat.
Outer lake: one trip with two trailers to recover the rescue boats
and pontoon floats.
At Hi5 Kirton’s Farm
Alan Whitbread organised for a lorry to transport the pontoon
sections and the mobile storage unit from Farmoor to Hi5, this
certainly made it a lot easier than taking several trailer loads.

As I write we
have the pontoon
awaiting
assembly before
launching and
the access ramp
has been
fabricated in
readiness for
use.
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We all owe a large thank you to the members who have attacked
and removed the brambles along the frontage we will be using.
They cut up branches from the trees and disposed of several
trailer loads of cuttings. As you can see this has opened up the
foreshore and made access to the water very easy.
The storage unit is rather full but when we get a bit more
organised, I am hopeful we will be able to move once inside.
Work outstanding: Assembly of the pontoon, launch the pontoon,
trim small strands of willow tree from the pontoon, when the
water level drops repair the wooden landing stage.
Just before all movement was restricted Richard Phillips and I
met on site to fence of the cleared area as previously access to
the water was restricted by the brambles. The temporary fence
ensures someone must deliberately climb over to fall in.
Health & Safety
I mentioned previously that when at Hi5 I prefer people don’t go
on their own as we are out of sight of all other people. On our
website there is mention of the “What3Words app”. The UK has
been divided into squares 3m x 3m each square is identified by
three words, the pontoon ramp location is “hotel.face.barks”. If
you need to contact the emergency services, when asked for
location give them these three words. The emergency services
once on site will be in our operating area because the app also
enables a view of the location on Google Earth, this helps the
emergency service to locate the location easily.
While on site occasionally the power boats towing wake
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boarders have been turning a long way out in front of our
operating area. This produces a wave that is much diminished
by the time it reaches our area but look out for activity as the
pontoon will move in response to this small wave. I expect not
violently but please look out for power boat activity so that you
can anticipate pontoon movement.
If you wouldn’t be happy to be on the pontoon at such a time
either wait until the wave has subsided or ask another member
to launch/recover your boat.
When repaired there is a small wooden platform that can be
accessed from the pontoon for use by members.
Pontoon
This is short of a few bolts and pins to put it together, a source
for parts has been found and a quote for parts, however it took a
long time to get the quote so in the interim I have made 24 pairs
of washers to enable assembly of the pontoon. I intend to use
them as the cost of the plastic bolts with the pins is a serious
sum.
A means of mounting the boat lift is being fabricated as are
mountings for removable posts along the pontoon front edge.
To deploy course marker buoys I have purchased a twin screw
tug without any superstructure, I have had to rewire the boat as
all fuses had blown and the speed controllers were ancient but it
is very powerful. (Tested in the boat yard I currently live in)
Ten plastic drums each
capable of holding
300m of 3mm cord have
been purchased and of
course cord in 100m
and 50m lengths.
To deploy a marker
buoy select a drum with
100m or 50m of cord on
depending on distance
out required. Attach a
marker float, clip on the anchor
weight (Galvanised chain) and place
the reel in the deployment/recovery
cradle. If deploying use the plain
tube as an axle to permit the cord to
free run. Place the buoy and anchor
weight on the buoy layer tug. Using
the radio controls steer the buoy
layer out to where the marker is
required plus a small distance
beyond to allow time for the anchor
chain to sink.
Once beyond chosen location jerk
the chain and buoy of the back of
the buoy layer. Bring it back to the
pontoon and pull the marker closer if
required. Clip on a second weight at the pontoon edge so that
with a little tension the cord sinks.
Move the reel into a purpose made rack close by and set up for
next deployment.
When recovering buoys try to take the reels out of the rack in the
reverse order they were placed. Fit the axle with a handle to the
reel, place in the deployment/recovery cradle and wind in the
cord until the buoy is within reach for lifting out.
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Club Contacts - Your
Committee

Yachting Leader
John Price
Tel: 0118 941 4766
Email: jetpipe@talktalk.net

Ladies & Associates Rep.
Janet Burch
Tel: 01635 34403
Email: janet.burch@talktalk.net

Saga Sailing Co-ordinator
Alan Whitbread
Tel: 07765 263718
Email: orsonkarte@btinternet.com

Club Website & Facebook
Chris Withey has continued an excellent job of keeping both
website and Facebook group updated and relevant.
Please use either as a source for what is going on within the club
or possibly more correctly what is not going on at the moment.
Please take the time to read Chris’s excellent report below.
On the day I am rushing to compile this, Colin Mears posted on
our Facebook group, pictures of his latest build the Tug “Imara”
along with a potted history of the original. This is the sort of thing
we should be doing as it keeps the page fresh and is a good
advert to draw in potential new members.
I will be the first to admit I am slow in contributing, I will be
mending my ways, Dave will make sure of it.
Website & Facebook Special Report by Chris Withey
Over the past few months the Club’s website has been given a
spring clean, correcting a few formatting gremlins and in
particular, improving consistency of appearance and operation
between the different pages. Our Webmaster has been in
discussion with Section Leaders to ensure relevant information is
appropriate and current for the forthcoming season.
The main change most members will notice is with document
links, blue buttons have been replaced with clickable text links.
This has given the site a fresher look and allows for easier
navigation particularly when viewed from a mobile device.
The latest change has been the addition of a “Splash Screen” on
the desktop Home page detailing arrangements during the
current situation and also a reminder that membership renewal is
now due. Unfortunately the Splash Screen is not supported by
mobile devices.
Until recently little effort has been placed on ensuring the
website works effectively on mobile devices resulting in display
errors when viewed on smart phones. This has now been
corrected and the site works well from a phone.
As changes are made the resultant website is tested using Mac
and Windows computers running a number of browsers including
Safari, Google Chrome and Microsoft Edge. Clearly it is not
practical to test every combination of Computer/Operating
System/Browser so if anyone experiences issues please contact
our Webmaster with equipment details. Similarly with the mobile
version, it has only been possible to test the site using an Apple
iPhone.
The decision to resurrect the Club’s Facebook Group has been a
moderate success with membership increasing from 2 in October
19 and it currently stands at 35. It mostly consists of Club
members but with a few outside interested individuals. The Club
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has gained two new members who made initial contact via
Facebook. However, more use could be made of the Group
page, members are encouraged to post details and photos of
their latest project whilst confined to their workshop during the
current situation. The intention is for the Club’s Committee to
post new information firstly on Facebook followed later by the
website. It’s very easy to post photos and messages to
Facebook either from a phone, tablet or computer but if anyone
wants advice please contact the Secretary or Webmaster.
Those of you looking at the Location page may have noticed a
reference to the What3Words app. This is an innovative system
developed by a UK based company who have divided the world
into 57 trillion 3m squares, each having a unique 3 word address
that will never change. But the clever part is they’ve only needed
to use 40,000 english words. Since its launch in 2013 it has been
adopted by many of the emergency services, in 2018 Mercedes
Benz began installing it in their cars and it is available in 36
languages. The app is free to download and use on both Apple
and Android devices from the respective App Stores and
integrates well with Apple and Google Maps for navigation. Give
it a try and head for “hotel.face.barks” to find our new pontoon
location!
Finally, if anyone has suggestions for additions or improvements
to the Website please contact the Secretary and Webmaster with
details.
Fast Electrics by Dave Parker
2020 Race meetings
When we are operational at Hi5 Kirton’s Farm there are several
ways that we could organise Race Days. Previously the day was
naturally broken into two parts because of the need to move to
the outside lake for the faster boats. This provided a well timed
lunch break but it did mean that finding Race Controllers, Lap
Counters and Buoy Judges for the faster races was a problem
because those not competing in the faster classes tended to
leave at lunch time. So we have the opportunity to restructure
the day to try and overcome this problem. Assuming there are
sufficient entries and we run all race classes
With a 10am start the proposed order of play is:Race 1 - Club500, F600, Wacky Races, Mono 1
Race 2 - Club500, F600, Wacky Races, Mono 1
Lunch & free running
Race 3 - Club500, F600, Wacky Races, Mono 1
Run What Ya Brung until the close of the day at 4pm.
Please let me know what you think of this proposal.
Mono 1 at MTMBC
This is a new F/E race class for 2020. Any mono hull, 6 minute
race + 10secs mill time, maximum battery capacities are:Lipo 2s1p or 2s2p up to 7,500mAh
Lipo 3s1p or 3s2p up to 5,000mAh
NiMh 7 sub C cells
These should be the fastest MTMBC boats at about 35 mph. The
rules are posted on the F/E page of the website and there are
pictures & a video on the MTMBC group facebook page.
If you don’t have a race number yet please register with me and
get your race number now. Numbers 2, 3 & 5 are already taken.
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Run What Ya Brung
Not sure if you want to race? Not sure if your boat is suitable?
Just want to try out any electric boat? Why not bring it along to
this unstructured free for all session where help and friendly
advice is always available.
A new starting gate is being made which is slightly larger than
the old damaged one. This is to accommodate the larger F/E
boats we will be running later this year.
See you lakeside eventually Dave

There are three types of Captain in
this world those who can count and
those who can’t.
Generally speaking, you aren’t
learning much when your lips are
moving.
A Roman walks into a bar. He holds
up two fingers and says, “Five
beers, please!”

Tug Towing by Tony Simons
I am optimistic that at some point we will be able to run tugs
around again. Mine is in dry dock still awaiting replacement
drives, seems I will have more time to effect repairs.
We need to have a running session to decide where we are to
stand while operating the tugs, the existing course proposal
assumes we will stand on the pontoon or the shore behind.
As I haven’t yet been able to recover the base tube for the boat
lift, I will make something that the lift can sit in that will be bolted
to the pontoon. (Work in progress made difficult by not having
access to the pontoon)
In the absence of any suggestions for a course I have proposed
the one below, I have suggested turns be tight and alignment to
the parallels is a little difficult because a buoy will require late
alignment to them. Comments please.

Why did Karl Marx only drink Earl
Grey tea? Because proper tea is
theft.
Where did Nicholas Romanov get
his coffee? Tsarbucks.
The problem with studying history
is that the teachers just seem to
Babylon
What do Winnie the Pooh and Attila
the Hun have in common?
Same middle name.

With his new tug Colin has set a high benchmark so would tug
skippers send pictures of their tugs to myself or Dave so we can
compile pictures of the fleet.
Hope to see you all soon.
Tony
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